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Member Picks 

Ken White 1 Golden Cranes  

 2 Evening Storm – Caradoc  

 3 Storm Force  

    

Richard 
Greswell 
 

1 Networking 
I really like this high quality mono which uses layering and clever lighting to control the tones of 
each carefully placed leaf. The overall image has interest in shape and form at all scales which 
draws in the observer to examine ever finer detail 
 

 

 2 Study In Concentration 
Great street shot with bags of character caught in the lady's face and made even stronger by the 
casual fag partially-clamped in her disgruntled lips. It makes me wonder who is on the other end 
of the message/call and what they have done to deserve her apparent indignity. Or maybe she's 
just lost and is figuring out where she is on streetview? It's the potential for imagining the back-
story that makes this shot interesting and strong 
 

 

 3 Marbled white 
I've no idea if the background to the butterfly was really that colour or if it's been done in post 
processing, but I really like it. The result gives the impression of a synthesis  of art and nature 
and is very attractive.  
 

 

    

Sue Wheeler 1 Storm Force  

 2 Marbled White  

 3 Evening Storm over Caradoc  

    

Jenny Gamble 1 Storm Force  

 2 Golden Cranes  

 3 Gazania Sunflower  

    

Geoff Hall = Storm Force – very powerful image  

 = Networking – intriguing macro  

 =  Study of concentration – beautifully observed candid 
 

 

    

Hugh 
Thompson 

1 Study in Concentration 
Raw and ugly, I would not want this picture on my wall, but it has the merit of compulsive 
attention of the viewer - it has to be noticed! 

 

 2 Blue Hour 
Well seen landscape with a balanced image of an unbalanced object.  The clouds bursting 
towards the camera and the tinges of pink assist the crepuscular setting which is not so dark as 
to hide detail. 

 

 3 Evening Storm – Caradoc 
Technically superb, exposure and detail spot on.  My reservation is that there could be less in the 
picture: I would crop at the lower edge to remove the dark area and also crop in from both sides 
(keep the Lawley), this to focus more attention on the shaft of light over the hill and on the 
towering cloud formation. 
 

 

    

David Kennedy 1 Purple Rain  

 2 Networking  

 3 Greens Leaves  

    



Claire Carter 1 Study in concentration. 
An image that truly deserves to be in black and white and well processed. 

 

 2 Boy with Green Balloon 
Fits the brief perfectly 

 

 3 Evening Storm over Caradoc 
Foreground. Middle ground. Great exposure on the clouds. Everything a landscape need. 

 

   
Lynn Upton-
Roddy 

1 Storm Force  

 2 Purple eyed visitor  
 3 Study in concentration  

    

Amanda Page = Spot the Lizard  

 = Study in concentration  

 = Storm Force  

    

Suzanne 
Wheatley 

1 Golden cranes  

 2 Boy with a green balloon  

 3 Crocus in light and shade  

    

 


